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Subject 1                                                                                                                          10 points  
Read and choose one word from below to complete each space. There are more words than 

you need. 

 

     handling         strive                emerge              giftedness           advantage        pursuit 

     prowess         self-image         prospects           quandary            strife               adjustement       

                  

Being a gifted child presents many challenges. When the gifted child reaches the difficult 

transitions associated with adolescence, new issues may (1)........................ 

Adolescence and puberty is a time of flux and transition for all children. Behavior issues 

frequently emerge from a child who was previously a conformist. Hormone changes will affect the 

child in unexpected ways and can result in conflict, problems and (2).................. for the family. 

Some of the more common issues affecting gifted pre-teens include the following list. Methods 

for successfully (3)................. the problems are here to help parents and family members. Many 

gifted children have a propensity for unusually strong competitiveness. Much of this is the result 

of seeing themselves as special, superior and defined by their state of (4)................... This is a 

natural phenomenon. They have been identified and labeled as gifted, and those around them see 

them as unique and special. They see themselves the same way and  (5)............... to maintain their 

advantage. 

  Competitiveness is very strong between gifted children relating to one another, who are in 

the same approximate age group. Sometimes these relationships become too focused on beating 

one another at intellectual (6)................... When one child fails to be the best, his self- image will 

suffer and  may become upset, depressed or act out in some way. Sometimes the gifted child needs 

professional counseling to deal with his negative feelings.  

 In the bigger picture of things, many gifted adolescents have difficulty choosing a career 

(7).................. or even a major when they get into college. They may have so many competing 

interests that they are afraid to choose wrongly and end up  unhappy with their (8)................. The 

parent of a child in this type of (9)................. will do well to talk to her /him about the fact that 

most adults have ten or different career pursuits during their lifetime and this is not an all-or-

nothing type of decision.  

 In summary, gifted kids sometimes have complicated problems of (10)................ in the 

adolescent years. Issues involving competitiveness, feelings of worthlessness and impulsiveness 

due to impatience and anxiety about social interacts are very common. The alert and informed 

parent will work to keep the lines of communication open with the child. It may be appropriate to 

work with a counselor trained on dealing with these issues  

 

Numele ...................................... 

.................................................... 
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..................................................... 

Iniţiala tatălui 

..................................................... 

Şcoala de provenienţă ................ 

..................................................... 

..................................................... 

Localitatea 

.................................................... 

Judeţul 

.................................................... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject 2                                                                                                                                  5 points                  

Match these words from the text (1-10) with their definitions (a-j): 

1. quandary                        a) chances of success 

2. conformist                      b) disagreement or fighting between people or groups 

3. prowess                           c) subjects that people discuss or argue about 

4. pursuit                             d) to make a lot of effort to achieve something 

5. strive                                e) a worried feeling that something bad might happen 

6. issues                               f) the process of trying to achieve something 

7. to emerge                        g) great skill or ability 

8. anxiety                             h) to come out of something 

9. prospects                          i) behaving in a way that people believe is suitable or correct 

10. strife                                 j) uncertainty about what decision to take 

 Subject 3                                                                                                                               5 points   

Choose the right answer, according to the text above: 

1. Families with gifted teenagers at home will have to face : 

a. debates 

b. counselling 

c. disputes 

 

2. If a gifted child makes a wrong decision, he might … 

a. end up with social relationships 

b. be liked more by his peers  

c. get into emotional trouble  

 

3. Sometimes gifted kids might have ……….as regards choosing a career 

a. a kind of dilemma 

b. low self-esteem 

c. a lousy attitude 

 

4. Does this stage usually fade away? 

a. not until they are grown-ups 

b. no, unless they undergo treatment 

c. yes, they will eventually grow out of it 

 

5. Parents should……...to keep an open communication with their gifted kids 

a. lie back and relax 

b. watch out and do their best 

c. seek for experts  

                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Subject 4                                                                                                                                  5 points                                

Rewrite the sentences , including the word in bold, so as the meaning stays the same: 

 

      1. He can’t swim. This explains why he is scared of water. (which) 

      …………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. “I’ll punish you if you misbehave again”, she told me. (threatened) 

      …………………………………………………………………………………...... 

3. Eric doesn’t like people pointing at him . (being) 

       …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. You should do your homework, or the teacher will be angry. (better) 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...... 

5. Someone should tell Mary to stop being rude to people. (be).  

       .................................................................................................................................. 

 

Subject 5                                                                                                                               10 points 

 

In most lines of the text there is one unnecessary word. It is either incorrect grammatically 

or does not fit the sense of the text. Write the unnecessary word in the space beside the text. 

Tick each correct line. 

 

A study into family of health conducted in California comes up                           1.................... 

with some interesting conclusions, though these might not be                               2.................... 

acceptable to everybody. The main conclusion is so that for a                               3.................... 

family to remain healthy, both the relationship between husband                          4.................... 

and wife plays a major role. The family perhaps surprising aspect                         5.................... 

of this research, however, is that statistically the healthy family                             6.................... 

is as optimistic, church-going, and led by a traditional male. And                          7.................... 

perhaps not so  much surprisingly, what promotes the health of                              8..................... 

the husband and does not necessarily promote the health of the                              9.................... 

wife, too and vice versa. For example, when it comes to expressing                        

emotion, thus it is generally assumed that giving up an outlet to                             10..................... 

feelings is healthy. 

 

Subject 6                                                                                                                              5 points 

 

Complete the following conditional sentences : 

 

1. She wouldn’t have been upset if he (not lie)………………………..to her. 

2. What ………. you ………..(do) if your friend told your secrets away? 

3. If Jane loves her boyfriend, she …………………….(not treat) him like that. 

4. Unless he …………………( bully) her classmates, he would have more friends. 

5. If Luke were my brother, I …………………….(fight) with him every day.  

 

   

 

 



Subject 7                                                                                                                                10 points 

Read the text and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space: 

Interpreting the feelings of other people is not always easy, as we all know, and we (1) 

……………….as much on what they seem to be telling us, as on the (2)…………………..words 

they say. Facial (3)……and tone of voice are obvious ways of showing our (4) ………………….to 

something, and it may well be that we unconsciously (5) …………………….views that we are 

trying to hide. The art of being tactful lies in (6)…………………….these signals, realizing what 

the other person is trying to say, and acting so that they are not embarrassed in any way. For 

example, we may understand that they are (7)……………..reluctant to answer our question, and 

so we stop pressing them. Body movements in general may also (8)……………………feelings, 

and interviewers often (9) ……………………….particular attention to the way a candidate for a 

job walks into the room and sits down. However, it is not difficult to present the right kind of 

appearance, while what many employers want to know relates to the candidate’s character 

(10)…………………, and psychological stability. 

 

1)   A)  estimate                       B) rely                                C) reckon                 D) trust 

2)   A)  other                            B) real                                C) identical               D) actual 

3)   A)  looks                            B) expression                     C) image                  D) manner 

4)   A)  view                             B) feeling                           C) notion                  D) reaction 

5)   A)  express                         B) declare                          C) exhibit                  D) utter 

6)   A)  taking down                  B) putting across                C) picking up            D) going over 

7)   A)  at least                          B) above all                       C) anyhow                D) in fact  

8)   A) display                           B) indicate                         C) imply                   D) infer 

9)   A) have                               B) show                             C) make                    D) pay 

10)   A) quirks                             B) mannerisms                  C)  traits                   D) points 

 

  Subject 8                                                                                                                          10 points 

  Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form a word that fits in the space in 

the  same line: 

How easy is it to understand another person’s character? 

My friend, Jack, was once a rather (1)………………..person. He was                                      ANNOY 

always getting into trouble at school because he was so (2)..............                                 OBEY 

In class he was very (3)....................and never stopped making                                          TALK 

jokes. The teachers all told him he was (4)………………..because                                             POLITE 

he interrupted them. When I met him, he was very (5)………………..                                     FRIEND 

and didn’t want to talk to me at all. People told me that he stole  

things, and that he was (6)…………His school work was terrible.                                            HONEST  

He didn’t take any (7)………………..in his writing, he never spent enough                           PROUD 

time doing his homework, and he was not at all (8)………                                   CONSCIENCE 

One day he saw a gang of boys attacking an old man. Jack 

hated  (9)………………..and he fought them all until they ran away.                             VIOLENT 

After all, he proved his (10).................to everyone!                                                            BRAVE 

 

Timpul efectiv de lucru este 1 oră. 

Punctajul maxim este de 70 de puncte, din care 10 puncte din oficiu. 

Toate subiectele sunt obligatorii. 
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 BAREM DE CORECTARE 

Clasa a VIII-a 

 

Varianta  …….. 

 

Subject 1 -10 points (10x1=10p) 

1. emerge                               4.  giftedness                      7.  pursuit            10. adjustement 

2. strife                                   5.  strive                             8.  prospects              

3. handling                             6.  prowess                         9. quandary 

 

Subject 2 – 5 points (10x0,5=5p) 

 

      1-j;     2-i;      3-g;       4-f;        5-d;      6-c;      7-h;      8-e;       9-a;        10-b; 

 

Subject 3 – 5 points (5x1=5p) 

      1-c;     2-c;       3-a;       4-c;       5-c; 

Subject 4 – 5 points (5x1p=5p) 

1. He can’t swim, which explains why he is scared of water. 

2. She threatened me she would punish me if I misbehaved again. 

3. Eric doesn’t like being  pointed at. 

4. You had better do your homework, or the teacher will be angry. 

5. Mary should be told to stop being rude to people. 

Subject 5 – 10 points (10x1=10p) 

1. of             5. √                9. and 

2. √              6. √                10. thus 

3. so             7. as 

4. √               8. √ 

Subject 6 – 5 points (5x1=5p) 

      1...................hadn’t lied 

      2  .......  would you do.......... 



3.........................will not treat 

4. bullied............ 

5. would fight 

Subject 7 – 10 points (10x1=10p) 

1-B;       2-D;     3- B;    4- D;     5-A;   6-C;     7-D;     8-D;       9-D;        10-C; 

Subject 8 – 10 points (10x1=10p) 

1-annoying;      2- disobeying;      3-talkative;            4- impolite;         5- unfriendly; 

6- dishonest;     7- pride;               8- conscientious;     9-violence;         10- bravery;  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

60 puncte + 10 puncte din oficiu = 70 puncte  

 



 

 

 

 

 

  



 


